Development of neuronal networks from single stem cells harvested from the adult human brain.
It was long held as an axiom that new neurons are not produced in the adult human brain. More recent studies, however, have identified multipotent cells whose progeny express glial or neuronal markers. This discovery may lead to new therapeutic strategies against central nervous system disorders by transplanting stem cells that have been propagated in vitro. Still, it is not known whether stem cells from the adult human brain retain the potential to mature into neurons that integrate and communicate in a network. We cultured cells from the ventricular wall of the adult human brain as monoclonal neurospheres. After two passages, the neurospheres were dissociated and the cells were allowed to differentiate. After 4 weeks of maturation, the cells were studied by immunocytochemistry, confocal microscopy, and whole-cell patch-clamp. We show that monoclonal stem cells harvested from the ventricular wall of the adult human brain develop into mature neurons with functional glutamate receptors and glutamatergic nerve terminals. By patching pairs of cells simultaneously, we also present direct evidence for synaptic communication between neurons developed from the same monoclonal cell. Neural stem cells harvested from the adult human brain retain the potential to mature into fully differentiated neurons that integrate and communicate by synapses. This opens a possible future scenario of autotransplantation, in which stem cells are harvested from small biopsies of the ventricular wall and propagated in vitro before transplantation.